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Abstract. In this essay, family reform was an issue for minorities in contact with foreigners in the first half of the 

century, but not until revolutionaries left the cities in the late 1920s. Even then, pressure for change was weak, 
constrained by the need for political support from a conservative male farmer. In the opening paragraph, "Man's 

supremacy over woman has been abolished"—a political commitment that many women in the West have yet to 

achieve. The new Marriage Act not only places children under the same financial obligations as in traditional society, 

but also adds a generation exempted from the 1950 Marriage Act. But it breaks with tradition and extends this duty to 
the younger generation. Nevertheless, the Communists promulgated the first law after the revolution. Although the 

Marriage Act of 1950 applied only to parents, the new birth control program created serious problems for couples who 

had a daughter. Unless the woman and her husband are forced to support her parents and his parents, her parents face 

an uncertain old age. If daughters can (and should) fulfill the same functions as sons, the calamity of giving birth to a 
girl child will be somewhat reduced. 
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1. Introduction 

While these scholars call for formal treatment of marriage under anti-discrimination laws to protect same-sex couples 

from the use of marriage law and religious exemptions from discriminatory requirements, these scholars' specific focus on 

religious freedom in the context of marriage distorts the debate; Sexual orientation obscures major instances of 

discrimination and obscures the primary basis of religious opposition. The problems of religiously motivated discrimination 

against lesbians and gays explain the issue of same-sex marriage without it—entirely. This can, in practice, reduce progress 

on the anti-discrimination front. We turn the history of global mobilization against childbearing to the issue of child marriage 

abuse (UNICEF 2008), as many international organizations have proposed banning child marriage as a way to control 

adolescent fertility (UNICEF 2008). Next, we situate our question in the broader literature on how international institutions, 

rules, and discourses, or, as previous scholars, shape ―world politics‖ (Poly & Thomas 1999) and shape concrete local 

reforms. Connecticut, Columbia County, Fourth, No Correlation Between Laws Permitting Same-Sex Marriage/Civil Union 

and Syphilis or Gonorrhea There are insufficient differences in these laws to provide accurate estimates. 

2. Marriage 

The current concept of marriage and marriage law in China does not consider the engagement agreement and the wedding 

ceremony as a prerequisite for marriage and a necessary legal practice. The only legal form of marriage is registration. Upon 

receipt of the marriage certificate, the man and woman are considered to have established a husband-wife relationship.  Both 

the man and the woman have to register in person at the marriage registration office of the government office. If the 

proposed marriage is found to comply with the provisions of the law, Registration will be issued and marriage certificates 

will be issued without delay. Once the certificates are purchased, the legal relationship between husband and wife is 

established. 1.8 million Divorces were granted in 1951, enforcing 1950 marriages Act and abolishing the old marriage 

system. The 1981 Marriage Act helped bring about another wave of divorces as a result of incompatible marriages across the 

country and 1 divorce for every several divorce applications were rejected [80]. Given the importance of marriage to the 

moral and social fabric of Indonesia, it is not surprising that Indonesians enter into marriage on a global scale (Jones 2010). 

This includes the island of Lombok in the province of Nusa Tenggara Barat (NTB). The role of marriage is very important in 

rural Indonesia like Lombok because options for women beyond the role of wife and mother are rare. In rural Lombok, a 

geographical location characterized by paddy farming and poverty, marriage is the social foundation that determines 

women's economic well-being, their social status and their relationship networks. On a personal level, through marriage 

women can legally enjoy romantic love (and heartache), companionship, sexual fulfillment, motherhood and the attainment 

of adult status in their community. Women in Lombok, especially those from rural areas, tend to enter into marriage at a 

young age, considering the limited options available outside of marriage (see Bennett 2013). For example, Idrees (2003) and 

Miller (1989) both point to the role of Islam in marriage and its weak relationship with the state that led to unregistered 

marriages in Sulawesi. Similarly, recent works point to the resurgence of polygamy in the reformist (reformist) era following 

the fall of President Suharto in 1998, which loosened the state's grip on Islam (Normal 2009; Normal and Bennett 2015) [74]. 

This ambiguity may be located in some of the early Chinese communist laws regarding marriage rituals. Therefore, the 

requirement to register under Section 52 of the Marriage Act 1934 of the Soviet Republic of China adopted Article 9 of the 

Unmarried Marriage Act as a valid form of marriage: Will be considered. ―This explicit characterization of cohabitation was 

not reflected in the PRC's first marriage law, which came into force on 1 May 1950. The new law, in Section 6, defined 
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marriage as the registration and issue of parties. Marriage certificates for the couple. In the mid-1980s, Ren Jinxing, 

President of the Supreme Court, exposed the authorities' vague attitude toward "divorce freedom." President Renna 

acknowledged that such developments were a welcome step in the direction of marital freedom, but said more divorce 

petitions were the result of hasty marriages or third-party interference in other people's marriages. The authorities' continued 

concern for the promotion of remarriage (John) or the restoration of marital relations (Fushun) between divorced couples 

[50]. 

3. Child Marriage 

 
FIGURE 1. Factor influencing child marriage 

In British India, attempts to control child marriage were first made by the Prohibition of Child Marriage Act 1929. 

Subsequently, the Child Marriage Prohibition Act, 2006 repealed the previous law, declaring such marriages invalid. These 

laws will be described in the following section. Even after this amendment in the colonial law, some efforts by governmental 

and non-governmental organizations to educate the people about the dangers, prejudices and preconceived notions of early 

marriage continue in India, especially among the rural and backward Attempts to legalize child marriage in India In the 

1880s an intense campaign was launched under Section 375 of the Indian Penal Code to raise the age of consent for rape 

from 10 to 12 years. As a result of this discussion two committees were set up to look into the issue of child marriage. The 

reports of these groups eventually led to the enactment of the Child Marriage Prohibition Act 1929. The minimum age for 

marriage was then set at 14 for women and 18 for men. The law was first amended in 1949 to rise the age of marriage. The 

minimum age for marriage for girls and boys was raised to 18 and 21, respectively, by amending the Constitution in 1978 to 

15 for girls. Violation of this law is punishable although penalties such as fines are imposed. 1,000 to the groom, his 

guardian and anyone who has committed such acts [112].In global conversation, Child marriage violates human rights 

considered a harmful tradition. 15 Major Negative Consequences for Women Decreased Educational Opportunities, 

Reproductive health risks (High risk of miscarriage and psychologically traumatic and is a source of domestic and sexual 

violence. In addition to the problems that individuals face, Child marriage creates hereditary poverty.18 there are more 

young people in Indonesia But to realize their economic potential, Quality education for the younger generation, adequate 

nutrition and health care (Including sexual and reproductive health) should be obtained. This is where child marriage 

becomes a confusing factor. Child marriage in Indonesia accounted for at least 1.7% of GDP loss in 2014. This explains the 

urgency of ending child marriage from an economic development perspective. Amyl and the village headman (or lower 

village officials) are the central actors. Certification and softening of prostitution cases [75]. 

4. Same-Sex Marriage 

When addressing the cause, the authors agreed that it was not possible to determine whether same-sex marriage would 

result in less heterosexual marriages. Evaluated the extramarital affairs in states that allow same-sex marriage or civilian 

unions. One concern is that these findings may be due to time-changing factors related to both the results of the analysis, To 

begin with, the Netherlands offers the longest series of same-sex marriages, the first country to legalize same-sex marriage 

(in 2001). Second, the Dutch legislature introduced the concept of "registered partnership" in 1998, which is almost identical 
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to marriage and is open to heterosexual couples, unlike Scandinavian registered partnerships. [3]. First, there is no link 

between same-sex marriage restrictions and gonorrhea. Barriers are very closely related to syphilis. Second, in different legal 

proceedings, restrictions on both same-sex marriage and civil union are more closely associated with syphilis. These are the 

most restricted type of barrier because same-sex couples are denied access not only to marriage but to any legal status 

equivalent to marriage. Third, with the exception of California, the state with the highest number of homosexuals, ratings for 

same-sex marriage restrictions are small and of little importance. Fourth, there is no correlation between laws that allow 

finally, there is some evidence that the laws affect self-reported sexual behavior, but these findings agree with many 

interpretations. Overall, if there is any link between syphilis and same-sex marriage barriers, the results indicate a normal 

positive correlation. [18]. One consequence of my argument is that it generally restricts the ability of states to invalidate 

same-sex marriages without somehow changing their selection-legal rules. This is true even if states express a desire to deny 

recognition by law or by judicial decision, as full trust and credit rules are equally bound up in state legislatures. Most 

importantly, it is true that states accept explicit exceptions to same-sex marriages or instead find ways to enforce the same 

decision without explicitly stipulating that the constitutional barrier will reach face-to-face acceptable rules for improper 

purposes.120 Therefore, the state cannot apply a non-consensual marriage abstinence law only for same-sex marriages. . 

Can‘t a state‘s legislature change their broader rule governing ―marriage‖ to more unique rules for specific marriages? For 

example, the celebration rule for same-sex marriages and the adoption of the citizenship rule for same-sex marriages. Such 

rules are designed to recognize the laws of other states, except where places confirm same-sex marriage. [81] 

5. Family Policy 

The Department of Family Policy was formed in the 1970s and came of age in the 1990s. The White House Conference 

on Families in 1980 played a key role in putting families on the political agenda, but it was politically controversial for a 

decade. With its renaissance in the 1990s, family policy is like adolescence in adolescence, its future in balance. As predicted 

by Doomsday (Steiner, 1981) in the early 1980s, family policy in the 1990s was a futile endeavor with a short lifespan or it 

matured into a "full-fledged adult in the world of policy" (Jacobs & Davis, 1994, p. 290). At the dawn of the decade, family 

policy was a concept without a fixed definition, a perspective without a solid rationality, a field that required legitimacy, and 

a rhetoric that sought fundamentals aimed at strengthening families? Third, since families have historically been considered 

primarily personal matters, have family problems been a fair focus in policy making for decades? Fourth, could the family 

policy issues of the 1990s be discussed in the new millennium? Fifth, has research been used to report the design and 

implementation of family policies? Finally, what developments over the decades in theory, methods and dissemination have 

the potential to advance the sector? [131]. There is no general definition of family policy, although many researchers have 

approached the topic. In fact, some researchers doubt whether it is possible to define it, given the diversity of time and space 

for such named activities like education policy and many more, can be considered an important part of family policy. The 

notion of family has also become ambiguous as the multifaceted forms that families now take and the policy objectives 

regarding intervention in family life are changing. Over time, family policy abandoned its goal of providing legal and social 

protection to the institutional family form and began to focus on supporting family functions (Winked, 1997). In this article, 

family policy will be understood as a set of general policy actions or tools expressed at various levels aimed at defining 

family relationships and preserving and / or changing the social functions performed through family life. Family policy is a 

set of policy objectives and certain values related to family life that facilitates legal public intervention. Depending on how 

values, goals, and actions are expressed, family policy can be more or less clearly defined. Following Ka merman and Kahn 

(1978) we will use explicit and implicit family policy ideas to express different levels of such activities or tools. [133]. 

Raising children. One Canadian researcher defined family policy as "the implementation of a coherent policy, law, or 

program concerning the role of the state in family life. Another Canadian researcher described family po licy, ‗‗in raising 

children explicitly designed policies in favor of families, Plans, laws and regulations. The development of the child Parents 

in providing an environment that ultimately contributes and it includes policies that support communities. ‖ According to 

Baker (1995), there are three divisions in Canadian family policy. The first type of family policy is marriage and 

reproduction and legislation resolving family issues such as divorce (Includes both federal and provincial). The Civil 

Marriage Act of Canada is child care, Child care services and includes providing services such as home maintenance. 

Quebec's $ 7-day grant-in-aid childcare scheme is an example of this category [32]. 

6. Civil Marriage and Divorce 

France brought marriage under civil law from the late sixteenth century, but did not include Jews within its boundaries. 

(It was only during the Revolution that France abolished the Catholic ban on divorce, enacted a full-fledged secular civil 

marriage and divorce law and applied it to all citizens, including Jews.) Protestant states declared marriage a civil matter, but 

Protestantism did not apply to civil law in general. However, Hollande and Hamburg talked somewhat about Jewish 

marriage and divorce: in 1580, Hollande. This medieval period ended in 1802, when Napoleon ordered that civil marriage 

and divorce ceremonies should precede the Jews. The logical effect of Jewish liberation in 1790-91 and the logical 

consequence of civil marriage and divorce in 1792.80 are exemplified by 1807 declarations of the absolute priority of civil 

marriage. As a result of Jewish corporate autonomy and Jewish jurisdiction, it did not immediately bring civil or religious 

clarity about marriage or civil and remarriage. On a few occasions in 1790s and after liberation, French courts recognized the 

validity of Jewish marriage law, and did so without insisting that Jews be subject to French civil marriage law [36]. In 1604, 
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the New Testament mandated that after three weeks of running, the wedding should take place in the church from 8.00 am to 

noon at the place where one of the couples resides. Even if the minister is fined, this law is also ineffective as marriage 

contrary to the canons is still valid. By the middle of the seventeenth century, secret marriages of minors were no longer 

valid. Under Civil Marriage Act 1653, all marriages under the age of twenty-one require parental consent. Fraudulent 

marriage of minors subject to severe fines for abduction or kidnapping. This law does not apply to restructuring. The motive 

behind all these actions was clear. Patriarchy needed control over the marriages of young people to ensure the proper transfer 

of the means of production. Ultimately, the pressure of the opposition, the need of the state desire to restore the legal status 

of the Marriage Act 1836 the government temporarily restored its food supply status. It should be noted that the formation of 

the state was still in its infancy and the plan for the Birth and Death Registration Act and the Poor Law Amendment Act 

1834 were seen as part of a plan to embrace it. Lord Hardwick's law, however, can be seen as a by-product of the process of 

state formation, reflecting its growing potential [129]. 

7. Conclusion 

A situation suggested by annual indicators for 1975, the first year of application of the new marriage laws. Parents are 

primarily focused on helping their children communicate. However, the reforms were short-lived, as the Franco regime 

restored much of the former civil code in 1939, thereby abolishing the legality of divorce and civil marriage. As a result, 

couples who had married in civil rights during the years of the Republic found that they were no longer legally married, their 

children were declared illegitimate, and divorced couples were officially considered still. Wedding. If easier access to 

divorce implies more frequent and earlier dissolution of marriage, then the annual number of divorces registered today 

overestimates the proportion divorced in the future. In Sweden, for example, marriages often dissolve after two or three 

years, as opposed to four or five years in the past; however, it is completely unrealistic to expect 50 percent of marriages to 

end in divorce, which is precisely the situation known as Algol pasha a la. The retroactive repeal of the Republican Divorce 

and Civil Marriage Acts meant that Ventura, after her death, was legally married to Esperanza, and that his relationship with 

the presence was not officially recognized or sanctioned, making the Assist illegal. 
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